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When Dr Patrick O’Rourke
decided to move from the Gold
Coast to the Sunshine Coast, it

was essential to find a great location to
open his new practice. He and his wife
Mary had worked and travelled around the
world. After some time working up and
down the East Coast of Australia, they’d
decided that Queensland was the place for
them. And where better than Noosa to bring
up their young family and realise Patrick’s
dream of a practice that catered to both
local residents and holiday-makers alike.
So the location was decided upon, then

on to finding the perfect building - a new
commercial building was in construction
in Noosaville: upmarket location, nice

aspect, expansion potential, but only
90sqm! Would everything he needed fit
into that space? Who do you speak to
about these things?
Starting his own practice was in the

grand plan for a number of years and Dr
O’Rourke had been researching designers
and fitout companies in that time. The most
suitable designers were not in Noosa;
would distance from your designer be an
issue? First thoughts turned to Brisbane
and then Sydney. However, if you’re
looking that far afield anyway, why limit
yourself to just the East Coast. After thor-
oughly wading through all the possibilities,
he contacted Natasha Connor at Ego
Squared Design Consultants, a Perth based

design firm. Following lengthy discussions
about his requirements, costs, detailed
explanations of how ‘long distance’ design
worked, he felt comfortable using a
designer that was 4000km away.
“After initially reassuring Dr O’Rourke

that designing a Queensland practice from
Perth wasn’t an issue at all, we got down to
the challenges of his particular space,” said
Natasha Connor from Ego Squared. “The
design of the building incorporated large
expanses of full height glazing, a large
central column and an existing disabled
WC. While natural light and an existing
toilet are often considered selling points,
their locations significantly impacted on
the layout of the practice.”
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Dr O’Rourke required three surgeries,
lab and steri area together with admin and
staff areas, all within an almost square 
90 square metre area.
“Square spaces are often a little tricky,

as it is difficult to access all of the areas
without creating a maze of passages,” Ms
Connor said. “This, combined with the
front corners of the building being fully
glazed and the location of the WC and
column, added to the complexity of the
design of the practice.
“The first stage of the design process

was the floor plan. We worked on all pos-
sible layouts with as little disruption to the
existing space as possible. In this case
however, we eventually recommended to
Dr O’Rourke to gain the best use of the
space, we would need to move the existing
WC. After much discussion and
sketching, he agreed and the floor plan
was finalised with all requirements cov-
ered and without compromise.”
Ego Squared then completed the con-

cept design, preparing a sample board of
proposed colours and materials. Inspira-
tion was taken from the riverside location

combined with the luxury resort under-
tones and affluence of Hastings Street.
Soft, subtle waves of the river were
reflected in the Graham & Brown
‘Scribble’ wallpaper and the sparkle of the

water in the Staron ‘Tempest Meteor’ and
‘Metallic Yukon’ solid surfaces. Soft sky
blue was used behind colour backed glass
coincidentally called Dulux Poolside Half.
Warmth was drawn from timber veneer
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‘Teak’ reminiscent of many a tropical outdoor oasis. The result
was more day spa than dental surgery. The storyboard was then
photographed and emailed to New York to Dr O’Rourke’s toughest
critic, his mother in law! To everyone’s relief, the concept received
the thumbs up and the next stage began - working drawings.
During this documentation stage, full sets of working drawings

were couriered to Noosa and any alterations were discussed over
the phone or via email. It was discovered that the ceiling level was
very low, making the installation of the essential air conditioning
system seemingly impossible. Anthony Connor, Ego Squared’s
senior designer, flew over from Perth for the one and only trip
during the process and visited the site with Dr O’Rourke and
Brett Mears from Dentifit.
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Summary
The Practice

Principal Dr Patrick O’Rourke

The Practice Riverside Dental

Type of Practice General

Location Noosaville, Queensland

Size 90 square metres

No of chairs 3

The Team

Design Company Ego Squared Design Consultants

Senior Designer Anthony Connor

Construction Dentifit

Project Manager Brett Mears

Equipment

Units A-dec 500

Sterilisation Lisa 517

Microscope Seiler Evolution XR6

Compressor Cattani 200E

Suction Cattani Turbo Smart

First thoughts were to run bulkheads around the perimeter of
the tenancy to house the air conditioning, but the full height
glazing presented a problem. After much deliberation, Brett’s
ingenious solution was to lower the ceiling in a square in the
centre of the tenancy so as to not encroach on the space and this
disappears into the surrounding partitions - perfect!
Construction started and finished without a hitch. The draw-

ings and specifications ensured that all elements were covered
and Dr O’Rourke and the builders were both fully aware of the
requirements and what it would eventually look like. The final
outcome is fabulous and functions perfectly. The successful
project was celebrated with a grand opening party attended by Dr
O’Rourke’s family, colleagues and friends together with the
teams from Dentifit and Ego Squared.
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